
Job or Profession 
At the ADDA’s Fall Board meeting, there was 
some casual discussion on how what 
someone does for a living can be considered 
a job or profession.  Interesting comments 
followed many paths but the consensus was 
that a job was just a task someone performs for a predetermined value, 
usually monetary, for another individual or entity.  A profession is an 
occupation or vocation that requires specific training in a specialized field 
to perform a job or task. 
 
This leads to the following questions.  Do we in the design/drafting field 
consider ourselves to be just performing a job or actually participating in 
a specialized profession?  Do we look at our daily jobs as just a means to 
earn money?  Do we only perform as required to complete the job?  Do 
we expand our experience within that job or remain static?  Tough 
questions. 
 
I must admit that when I started my career, I did not give any thought on 
where I was headed or where I would end up.  It was all about the 
‘Benjamins’.  I had a family to support and my only concern was how 
much I earned.  There was little thought given to advancement other than 
how much more I could earn.  I did not even consider drafting as a career 
until 10 years after my first job, I realized that I enjoyed what I did and 
frankly was very good at.  I looked for other opportunities to enhance my 
skills and expand my knowledge.  Instead of just doing what was required 
I asked for additional challenges and additional responsibilities.  Now I 
did not succeed always and there were setbacks but the challenge I had 
created for myself never stopped.  I came to realize that what I did was 
no longer just a job but I was now a member in a profession.  A 
professional doing a specific task(s) for an employer while continuing to 
improve my skills.  A big change from that first job as a detailer for 
McDonnell-Douglas many years ago. 
 
So I started to look for other areas where I could expand my professional 
experience.  Night courses in engineering and management, joined the 
ASME, attended ASME instructional conferences and finally found the  
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Drafting, Secondary Education and Industry Certification 

E. H. Lindsey 
 

In Florida, there has been enacted legislation which has established what is now referred to as CAPE, (Career and Professional Education).  
CAPE does not require but greatly rewards classroom teachers to push their students towards industry certification.  The rewards come in the 
form of additional funding from the state to purchase equipment and other items intended to enhance the educational process. 
When I first started leading my students forwards industry certification, I incorporated the certification process as part of my Drafting I 
curriculum.  At first, we did not change the curriculum but on Wednesday’s we stopped everything and concentrated solely on one of the 
individual competencies contained in the ADDA’s Apprentice Draftsman Certification process.  Looking at the numbers, there are approximately 
400 questions on the exam, two hours to take the exam and that leaves about 25 seconds a question.  Therefore we drilled, drilled, drilled and 
then drilled some more.  My thought process was that when taking the certification exam, you have very little time to think.  You have to have 
almost instant awareness of the answer.  It is like, “What is 2 + 2?”  The answer is 4 but you did not have to think about it.  That is the level I 
want my students at.  Having worked in heavy industry for 30+ years, that is what is demanded. 
Now that our state has made the commitment to industry certification, I am finding the need to have our state standards for Drafting changed.  
They should reflect and mirror the ADDA competencies for each appropriate level.  All of the material is still covered, simply in a different 
sequence of time.  It is simple logic.  Kill two birds with one stone which makes my life as a drafting teacher easier. 
I have found that aligning my curriculum with the ADDA competencies for Drafting, my job is easier, more efficient and with the certification 
process now mandatory (for my class) the rewards come pouring in.  We have approximately a 90% pass rate.  The high rate of success 
among my students is contagious.  No one wants to fail which is driving all of my students to a higher level of success (and certification.)  
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Welcome 
 

ADDA would like to welcome 5 new Student Chapters  
  

King George High School-King George, VA 
ITT Technical Institute-Baton Rouge, LA 

Spencerian College-Lexington, KY 
ITT Technical Institute-Germantown, WI 
ITT Technical Institute-San Diego, CA 

 

 

“Architects and engineers are among the 

most fortunate of men since they build 

their own monuments with public consent, 

public approval and often public money.” 

 

John Prebble 
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What do you think of when you see a feature control frame like the one above? There is a lot of misunderstanding and or misinterpretation of a 
position feature control frame with zero tolerance at MMC. This is a comment I have heard when someone sees this and does not understand it. 
"First of all the feature is located with basic dimensions (which locate the theoretical 
exact location of the feature) that have no tolerance then you don't give me any positional tolerance." I will try to explain. 
 
The dimension of a hole is designated below: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The hole size and positional tolerance allowed for this scenario are in the table below. 
 
The virtual condition of the hole is Ø.484 which is the same as the virtual condition of a pin that is meant to assemble into the hole.  
If the hole was manufactured at a diameter of .484 and was located perfectly on position and in orientation, the hole would be rejected because 
it measures too small but the pin would fit into the hole. To account for this possibility, the hole size can be changed to Ø.484 ‐ .502 and the 
position tolerance will be zero (see below). 
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The hole size and positional tolerance allowed for this scenario are in the table below. The numbers in red represent the allowable increase in 
the tolerance of the hole size when using zero position tolerance at MMC.  

 
Important things to remember. 

1. Zero tolerance at MMC works well for parts that fit together (pins into holes). 
2. Zero tolerance is not applied on an RFS basis because then there would be no 
position tolerance allowed at any size of the feature. 
3. When using zero tolerance at MMC, the tolerance of the feature is increased 
accordingly (as in the example above). 
4. Don't be afraid to use zero position at MMC. When used properly it ultimately 
allows more tolerance. 

Continued from page 3 
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GET INVOLVED with ADDA 
 

Your Membership or Certification should be more than a 
CARD 

Start a Professional Council—Be a Contest Judge 
Promote Design Drafting Week or Work with a local Chapter 
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ADDA will be making a bold and interesting change of pace this year.  We have chosen Kansas City Missouri as our 
Conference Site for the next 3 years, starting in 2013.   We will be hosted by the Holiday Inn Plaza Hotel, located only 
one block from the historic Kansas City Country Club Plaza.   After a long day of educational and training seminars 
you can relax in one of the dozens of eateries, have a Coldstone’s Ice Cream or visit some of the unique shops and 
stores located here.  It is a pleasant and level stroll throughout the Plaza. 
 

Don’t worry about walking.  If you don't feel up to the scenic and majestic walk to the plaza.  Holiday Inn will shuttle 
you there and back at no charge.   They will also carry you to some of the other sites around Kansas City at no 
charge. 

Learn with us in KANSAS CITY 
 

During the 4 days of the 54th Annual Conference we have lined up some of the most innovative speakers related to 
the Design Drafting and Graphics Profession.  Don’t plan on just listening.  These are all workshops where you will 
take back time saving procedures and ideas to increase production. 
 
GD&T Fundamentals   GD&T Applications  Building Information & Modeling 
ArchiCAD Workshop   Professional Development Process Piping Workshop 
Pro-E    CREO    ASME Standards   Solidworks Workshop 
MathCAD    Designing for DOD  3D Fundamentals 
Introduction to Stacks  IronCAD   BIM Applications & Implementation 
Sustainable Design   Green Building  LEED 
Chief Architect Workshop  AutoCAD Workshop  AutoCAD  2014 
Workplace Ethics   Skills USA   Industry Roundtable 
 

Exhibit with us in KANSAS CITY 
 
We will have some of the leaders in the industry exhibiting their products and services which can impact the future of 
design and graphics.   You will have the opportunity to speak one-on-one to the management of these organization 
and discuss implementation of and use of their products. 
 
Bauer Ethics    BizSupplies   CAD Academy   SDC 
Chief Architect   Delmar Cengage  Design Data   TSI 
Solidworks    Drafting Steals  Bentley   EAC  
Global Computer   Hearlihy   IronCAD   ASME 
MathCAD    McGraw Hill   Pearson   ASTS 
PTC-Creo    Goodheart Wilcox  CADcard 
         

Meet Us in  
KANSAS CITY 
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Ethics Thought 
Dr. Christopher Bauer 

Might Your Company Need A 
Digestive Aid? 

 
Are You Choosing The Right 

Battles? 
  
We all know the importance of choosing our 

battles carefully, both on the job and off. At the very least we can 
reduce our unnecessary stress by carefully choosing our battles and, 
after all, who needs extra, unnecessary stress? Choosing one's 
battles carefully is clearly a good thing. 
   
There are some uncomfortable battles, however, that we must not 
avoid. Prominent among these are conflicts involving others' 
violations of ethical mandates or the ignoring of your organization's 
core values.  
   
The above might sound like an extreme case of stating the obvious. 
However, many of us sit passively, day-by-day, and allow others to 
expect us to accept or participate in actions running contrary to the 
stated ethics and values of our organizations. Responding directly 
and appropriately to these challenges is a type of battle we must not 
avoid, no matter how difficult it may be and how uncomfortable it 
might make us. 
   
Choosing to challenge others' unethical or values-averse actions - or 
our own - doesn't need to mean choosing a life of perpetual 
confrontation or conflict. In fact, that would probably ultimately be 
quite self-destructive both personally and organizationally. It does, 
however, mean that you need to make a both persistent and truly 
credible effort to bring the actions of your colleagues and coworkers - 
as well as your own - fully in line with the values that you and your 
organization profess to hold. (Lest it need to be said, this does not 
mean crusading for your personal religious or political beliefs on the 
job. If you choose to do that, save that for your life away from work.) 
  
So should we choose our battles carefully? Absolutely. Let the little 
stuff go! Just don't fool yourself into thinking that ethics and values 
are part of the little stuff. 
  
Christopher Bauer provides keynotes and seminars on how to 
prevent costly employee ethics problems on the job. He also provides 
consultation on ethics and values training program development and 
implementation.  

copyright 2012 by Christopher Bauer - all rights reserved 
(Information on Bauer Ethics Seminars is available at 
www.bauerethicsseminars.com.)  

Bauer Ethics Seminars, 1604 Burton Avenue, Nashville, TN 37215, 
USA  

Continued from page 1– Job or Profession 
 
ADDA.  First joining as a member in 1997, attending technical 
conferences, becoming a Certified Drafter and finally joining the Board 
of Directors.  The ADDA became the resource/tool to advance my 
experience by interacting with other professionals in my chosen 
profession. 
 
ADDA is the only organization that promotes and supports the design/
drafting profession while also supporting students and their instructors 
in educational programs to learn the skills of the profession.  ADDA 
offers training conferences, curriculum certification for schools and 
instructors, drafter certification for students and professionals.  Most 
importantly, ADDA offers the opportunity to meet and interact with 
other individuals that truly are professionals who want to enhance the 
profession for all involved, either as a student, instructor or someone 
who has been in the profession for years. 
 
You might have noticed that after the first part of this message, that I 
stopped using the word ‘job’ and replaced that with ‘profession’ or 
‘professional’.  It is my intent to relay to you that what you are doing in 
the design/drafting, no matter what your current level, involves 
specific skills.  Thus you are a professional.  Think like one.  Become 
involved.  Improve your skills.  Reach that next level.  Accept setbacks 
along with victories, remembering that setbacks are nothing else but a 
learning aid. 
 
Finally, the staff and Board of Directors of ADDA are here to support 
you!  That support is always available but can only become useful 
once you get involved.  Become a member, attend the Technical 
Conferences, enter the annual drafting/poster contest (students only), 
become a judge for the annual contests, visit the website and ask 
questions.  The important step is to get involved. 
 

In closing, I truly would like to see/meet all of you reading this at the 
2013 Technical Conference in Kansas City, Missouri next April.  That 
would allow me the opportunity to meet you and listen to your 
experiences/needs and help in any way possible. 

Congratulation's!! 
 
Tennessee Technology Center-Newbern  for 
being recognized by the Tennessee Board of 
Regents for collecting 6,522 cans of food for the 

“Holiday Food Drive”.  You are to be commended for the tremen-
dous effort and generous expression of giving during the holi-
day season. 



The full-featured CadCARD Slide Charts (U.S. or Metric Versions) 
are reference tools for use with AutoCAD.  Designers, architects, 
engineers, and drafters find them to be quick, easy to use aids in 
many of the day-to-day CAD tasks that would otherwise have them 
reaching for a calculator.  Instructors use CadCARDs to assist in 
explaining many CAD concepts such as scale and its effect on 
drawing elements.  CadCARD JR features a reversible insert for 
calculating drawing scales, scale factors, inverse multipliers, and 
text heights for commonly used sheet sizes in both engineering and 
architectural units.  CadCARDs become instant reference tools for 
everyone from the new user to the seasoned pro. 
 
CadCARD Slide Charts are compatible with all versions of 
AutoCAD and other software that functions with AutoCAD. In 
addition, many features are useful with other CAD software such as 
IntelliCAD, Microstation, Solidworks, Revit, Solid Edge, BIM, 
Inventor, TurboCAD, and Mechanical Desktop. 
 

ADDA Member Discounts 10% 
US Version CadCARD  $18.90 
ISO Metric CadCARD  $18.90 
ANSI/Arch Metric CadCARD $18.90 
Wallet-Size CadCARD JR $  7.20 
All Four – One of Each  $56.70 

Free Shipping             Secure Ordering 
10% Discounts On-Line for ADDA Members 

www.cadcard.com/id40.html 
Autograph Technical Services 
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EVERYTHING  in  OFFICE  SUPPLIES 

 FREE SHIPPING 
www.addabizsupplies.com 
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GET INVOLVED with ADDA 
Your Membership or Certification  

should be more than a CARD 
 

Start a Professional Council 
Be a Contest Judge 

Promote Design Drafting Week 
Work with a local Chapter 

ADDA Signature Products 
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Graduate 
Lapel Pins 

 

ADDA has authorized the 
creation of a new product for 
Certified Curriculum Program 
Graduates.  These pins are 1” 
in diameter, with Turquoise and 

Black Cloisonné  filled with a bottom rocker indicating a 
Certified Program Graduate.  These pins are available for 
$5.00 each, or $3.50 each if you order 2 or more.  Price 
includes all shipping and handling.  Pin orders must be 
made by the instructor and are shipped directly to the 
instructor of the program.  No sales will be made to 
individuals. 
 

Graduate Certificates 
 

As a reminder, Graduates from ADDA Certified Programs 
are entitled to Graduate Certificates indicating their 
completion from an ADDA Approved Program.  These 
Certificates are not Certified Drafter Certificates.  This 
only indicates ADDA has approved the material content 
of the schools curriculum. 

Products Listed  -  Include cost of delivery 
Please allow 2-3 weeks delivery time. 

Express Delivery Available at additional cost. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Authentic Miniature Louisville Slugger Baseball Bat 
ADDA Signature Cap  Hidden Buckle Adjustable Strap 

$15.00 each  
 

ADDA Signature Shirts by Blue Generation 
100% Cotton Twill  -  LS or SS - Men's and Women's 

Over 20 Colors Available         Men's Tall Available in Most Sizes 
 

Visit:   http://www.bluegeneration.com/   search 8213 for colors / sizes. 

One Price - Any Size 

$33.00 Delivered 

www.hearlihy.co

 
 
 

2013 Technical & Educational Conference 
April  09  -  12,  2013 

Holiday Inn -  Country Club Plaza 
Kansas City Missouri 


